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Beincr a fac-simile of the Author's Writing, intended to impart .to the
:
learner a Iiand-iyntirig att 6ne© v. 4

Simple iWouemmts, principles, cmj& Ccabing ^flmbmdttons of tfje 3lrt;

Witli Explanations, Directions, and Short Rules, to govern in all the features of Writing, viz.

FORMATION, COMBINATION SHADE, SLOPE AND ARRANGEMENT.
Carefully prepared for Public and Private Schools- and • Seminaries.

Entered according to Act of Congress, in Dec. 1818, by Spencer and Rice, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of dSlfe*

INTEODtfCTION.

DEAR YOUNG- FRIEND, While others train the mind to think—indite
_

'Tis oars to guide yoar pow'rs aright—to write.

-And we wish to introduce *ou into a Business Svsfem at once-becanse business will soon be yours, •« as sure y as grass grow* and water

j.nM »andTOTJ^ne -^^MUiropro«. Our design is, in this work, to assist the teacher > in school, to a suitable commercial system -

SStoff^eSrtolttnl illustrations and otherwise- and the school boy to a syste.m he can slufy: that by the muted

etora of?ewhS^ pup5 (the tame as in ouer branches of learning) a knowledge of the Art of Oncography may be the more certainly and

'
M^nTthe

e

Art of Writing a studv (the same as Orthography, Arithmetic,- Geography, &c.) is found to be the most efficient and certain, and

^^^^^Villt^^ -°the advantages of school with instructions that will serve them in place of the living -eacher-

ni><-i secure \ht enlightened impulse' of mind to guide the muscles into polished -.imagery! .

Wesb^ and Rules of application-wing your best endeavors to

of, as well as to imitate the copies before you. Your friends, £^ rice.

When the Demon of Discord 'gainst Liberty rose,

- Each flew to the weapon bestfiUed to.win

j

'.The Demon's artillery burst on her foes.

But.Liberty.triumph'dby^ of the—Pen.

Writing, is a secondary power of speech,

Therefore he who cannot write, is in part dum£.
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PEN MAKING.
Every mechanic- should be able to put in order thetoolshe wants to use.. The chopper should sharpen his*own axe, the sawyer file

1

his own saw, anclthe writer should make ,and keep in. order bis own pen. . •

t , V u ; ^
f

Use the metaiic \pen if you pboose; but if ypu •desire 4 pen of the time honored goose-quill, the folfowmg are .the '^rec^ons'for

making the Business Pen. ,- Prepared (or clear)
t
quilb are numbered by their weiglit, and business writers use all nurn^i^ ffom^12'

to 8p.° The eomn^on^quiil is. also fcsed,
rJrot .should » cure, ajear before jbeihj used—and should.then be ?.

scraped,,...^V^dowmpara\
.

.then upward to give it a. polish, jind then thj barrel ofthe* quill/rubbed with a woolen cloth to remove the fuzz 'from the surface,which
^

,

"will otherwise combine with. and injure^theI ink. . .The clear quul k.^lsQ benefited Hy rubbing, tor Business pen seeilengUi'pf split-
1

.and shape of .neb in cWtre*orawmg, Card Provide yourself- with' a keen -pen-knife/' .V .,!
.'

^ .
.*

. f
.

•*
,; Ifyourjownmeaus "should fail ask &e loan, of another; "..

(

* ... "
. .,!,*

, . ^

* '

«v Uj AM ap^al the next day to your father and mother. .
* *" ;

' ' ;*
v

.

Having" obtained' a clear split form the RiGHTtooth of the ieb^perpendicular, at Fig. 2, by having" the; opeli part of the quill
;

:

barrel upward^ is ypti whittle* and thelriife'Wde. in* anperpendicular direction. -Then, turn the left edge of the pen upward,- (the !

open
1

part to the VigSQ/aiid w,hi|de the left tcoth with ;an inward bevil and to an even $oint with the right tooth-^-see-figt 3
;̂
^3SFow :lay

j

the neb, 6r
!f

.teeth7'lffessei- toge^er, oaibe surface of tne left thumbnail,
1

'-

'holding "if -thereori- by the Isft, 2d and 3d fingers-~now with

the edge bttke knife (blade* leaning from, you) inate^' fine sloping clip '.down^to the nail—see "fig. - : ; V ' - V 1 nr'*"

Now, wSr the edge! ofVthe knife v
still on the 'nail—curve f

the. back of ti\5;inife*tbward yoft :tillit :!s -erect, push the lieelof the-

'knife a Httle/rowi you, -.* Blip iM ^edge^half way up the -sloping clip; arid suddenly- inake .a perpendicular diagonal :clip, thus leaving the-;

Lrighi tooth-to tiev

:
rieb a'M^'ffirlonges^ -and witir a'diamondpomt.;;^ the split one Ijdrd the length of the split in

ceutre drawing of Card 1,.
-

-
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PAPEE, INK, AND POSITION FOE WRITING.

Use loose paper generally in learning to" write;" Loosen the sjjeet on which you are to write, and retain some three or four other sheets

beneath it By writing on a loose sheet,you gain much by its gentle elasticity. Secure old paper if you can, and that of letter size is

the handiest, Have a glass inkstand with good clean ink, frequently renewed and preserved from evaporation and dust by keeping the

stand stopgap with a cork when not in use. * The best position of the body for writing is, to sit or stand with the letYside obliquely to

tbe table d?desk—the side, scarcely touching the table. The feet (when sitting) thrown out to the right obliquely with the table* to

harmonize with the regular slope of the letters. Lean forward as little as possible, for mx erect position is most con-

ducive to health. The body should incline gently over to the left and steady, itself on the left arm, which is drawn

in near 'the body, and parallel with the edge of the v table, the fingers of -the left hand, (palm downward) resting

on and steadying the paper. The left edge of the paper even with the right side, and the lower edge of the paper paral-

lel with the front edge of the table. Now in this position the right arm drops down to, or toward, the right side at right angles

with the paper, the rests of the handand^arm at B, A, (Card 1,)' are gentle and therefore moveable, and the natural movements up

and down in-attempting to write, will give.the true slope of letters and parts. This is the .most easy, elegant^ and effective position ; is

soon acquired and when acquired is never abandoned by the good penman. It leaves the muscles of the right arm free to act, th9

arm readily swings out upon the shoulder joint, (in the act of writing) keeping pace with the hand and fingers from tWieft to right

edge of the paper, and then with an easy motion drops again to the right side to repeat its social journey. In writingWk^easily as at

dinner, and should you ever vary from the position preferred, be careful to have your feet and paper bear the same relative position

to the body, and avoid pressing the right arm so as to destroy the moveable rests at A B, Card 1. Keep Card 1 generally before you

when writing, to study, and regulate the position of the hand and pen by.
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MOVEMENTS IN WRITING.

1st Muscular. This is a movement of the forearm and whole hand in any direction, by resting lightly at A. B. (card 1,} and did-

imr thereon, keeping the finders inactive and well extended, as in &vamnS. fl^See comlining mark, Copy 1st
. ,

2nd Finder Movement Which is an extension and contraction of the first and 2nd fingers and the thumb
;
the arm and hand

resting at the points A. B. iust heavy enough to 'suspend muscular action for the instant bee central marks^of copies 2 and 3.

frl Mixed Segment Which is a simultaneous action of the forearm hand andfinger at the same time, asm the longest direct marks

°f ST moVkrm. Is the movement when the forearm is raised a little from the table at A, ( see left drawing, Card
IJ)

and the

whole arm and hand slide on a moveable rest at B. This is a bold movement used on the Capital 0, Copy 8-the stem m Copy

12~-ia all the marks, curved and direct of A. 1, A. 2. and to combine in exercise C, 13 E, and m exercise on Copy A.

Pel Boldim ( See Card 1. )-Take the pen in hand to commence writing, with the forefinger nearly stratght, and restore it to

thisr ^^S«iiSlI;^ become ben? and cramped. When you begin a word or iue, have the resting point B so far Mow

the line on giich you are to write, that you must straighten the forefinger to reach the ruled line at i, (
Card 1. }

™
Grasp your pen lightly/ ifyou hold it too tightly

You weary your hand, and your letters look irightiully.

Curve the wrist upwards, at c, till by habit it will remain at I an inch above the table. Never let your right hand fall over to the

riirht
^

till iJi riaht edge ^ on the tabll It is a lazy habit, prevents the hand from si ding easily across he paper, and makes verv

rough marks by the manner in which it brings the point of the pen on the paper. But keep your hand well inclined over to the left

ancf make it move across the paper in this position,
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Explanations, Definitions, and 'Rules for the Numbered Copies,

Now, dear sir, incite true positierx at the table, with the paper properly placed, the pen correctly in hand, and" Card I before yon, we

suppose j,ou are ready for writing; ,. ..WSffSSS^SS^^ , " " " "

Please then take up and begin on -
. :

;
-

- - •„ ,

Copy 1st. This copy is used here as an exercise., to train the- hand and arm to., slide freely from left to .right across Uie paper,_ in

combining letters and parts of letters, by horizontal muscular .motion. .With fingers well extended, put the pen. lightly to tjie. paper

on. the ruled line, near the left edge, ancUlide the arm and -hand steadily and lightly at B. A. about an- inch to the light, very

n-entlr risiDo; your mark from the ruled line. You are now at the height ,of small n above the line, and thus far the movement is

muscular. .Now keep your pen on the .paper as fehtly as possible, and bear a little more weight on the point* Band A to steady

the actioi

pen on

motions v***-».ji** ~f*w — — A - 0 t w, - - - - - . ,

its place and not .permitius it to turn..over on-iis right edge. Thi:> copy .
may be wnten belvxcn ruled lines, and crosswise on the

<arie p^o* after they are dry.-^The in the copy points the direction of tho muscular motion.
1 ^,

Copy 2nd. This is the first principle in writing, sometime* called direct I—with extensive scope of the hair Ira*>n lac le,t

and ri^ht to aive more practice to'the muscular movement. With lingers extended (see Card 1) place tne pen lightly on the paper

f^ b--Jow the' line on which the naked principle rests (snv on the next line below) and with a light, gentiy concave muscular move-

mei-- slide- to tho top of fjustVabove Tour selected line—then bear a little more weight at A. B.and by qmelc careful finger move-

ment, settle the pen -li-htlv -and fully down to the lino; then lighten up A. B. and. pass lightly with muscular concave movement

to thebaic*' the ruled" Hue- -above; Thus two -concave muscular and one finger direct movement construct the 1st principle and
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all letters and .parts depending on it for formation—which are i, t, w, and w entirety and the right half of a and d. Write freely after

this copy under
• RULE -1st. The hair line, or ascending mark, in all letters and parts formed of the 1st principle is by gently concave muscular move-

ment. Also ... j

. RULE 2nD. The descending, or principal marhui all letters and parts, formed of the 1st principle, is made, by sudden careful

finger movement settling the pen fully down to- the ruled line. Also

RULE 3rd. In all letters and- parts .depending on the 1st principle the hair line and principal connect at the top—except in t when
•the marks unite at the height of i from the line. The. t used to terminate words as in unit, is an exception to this rule.

Copy 3rd. This is the 2nd principle in writing, with a redundance of hair line on the left and right, the better to secure

muscular motion. - •

Place your pen lightly on the fine lelow .that on which the naked principle is to. rest, at the Index or (Q^. (Wherever the Q^r5*

appears m your copies, study -well that part of your work- towards which it points.) Then with a gently convex muscular motior.

pass to the'height oi r above the selected line-r—then bear a little heavier. on the points A. B. and by light finger movement ( Rule 2)
nettle th 3 pen°to the base of the line—tjien by convex muscular motipn carry the. hair lme on the right to the line above. Thi*

principle, by the addition.of the proper characteristic at its top on- the right becomes. r; it. is also the 1st part or^ c,, the two first of m,
and the lst"of*another kind of w. You perceive that as principles are formal into the letters,- by adding their proper characteristic?,

as a dot to i and a cross to t, the :4 name.- of them '
is designated above,, in. small .Roman-r-to aid beginners in learning to read

writing. In writing after the 2nd principle-—first write many lines after the simple mark alone.,—then. several lines of r, then of n, and
then m, then ,w, carefully preserving t\e convexity of their hairlines, wiw^
RULE 4th.- All letters -and parts depending- for foi-ination- on thp ^principle, are begun and combined with a gently convex hair'

line, and connect at the ruled line. .

:
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RULE 5th. The distance ofparts of letters, both of the 1st and 2nd Principle is equal to their height—and letters of these prin-

ciples connect with themselves and with all other contracted letters, by free muscular motion. (By contracted letters are meant, those

that occupy the least height on the line, such as a, e o, n, r &e. and such letters and parts are always light)

Now friends, you know something of the use of the 1st and 2nd principle, and the letters formed of them—and the muscular and
finger movements, Now we wish to refer you again to the 1st line of Copy 1st, and introduce it as the

3rd Principle- It is made to form one kind ofr with a slight shoulder at Us top on the left, as in the word remarks, copy 7. It

is the finish of h n k w p, and the 'first of y. It is a compound principle, embracing in fact both the 1st and 2nd principles. Practice

treely on it, and often refer to it and practice it as a profitable exercise.

RULE Cth. The 3rd Principle connects in hm p w, at the ruled line; in y at the top.

Copy 2? 3, E. This is intended as an exercise on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd principles, in the combination unit.
r

*Seven of this combi-

nation fill the line,' and are f of an inch apart, joined by muscular combinations—see Write through the line without lifting the *

pen—and write line after line and page after page till you can write it easily. Incline-your wrist well over to the left ("see Card 1) and
mind the concave hair line in ui and t, unit, and the convex in n, and make short turns where you detach mark from mark.

You have, no doubt, done well on the word unit, and we now refer you to 2nd line of copy 1st as the small o, or

4th Principle. T6;«xeeute, this Principle and exercise, place the pen lightly on the paper near its left edge and at the height

of small o above the line—then with a muscular motion, slide one inch directly to the right—then with finger movement draw the

left of o lightly and directly down to the line, and carry up its hair line on the right by finger movement. The width of small o

should be half its height—and o is joined to itself by a straight muscular hair line draw from top to top. Write through the line

without lifting the pen" and devote several pages to this copy, and afterwards often return to it for an exercise. Now take up Copy
0. Thefinger movement which forms this principle (the 4th) formes in addition to c e o, also the first half of the compounds a d g q
To make a d g or q; first by muscular motion, throw upwards on the left to the top of the o, a gently convex hair line, as directed
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in copy 6 bythe J8ST; then, with a gently curved cfcscending movement towards the left shoulder, by finger contraction, draw a light

mark fully to the line; then on the line turn quickly and pass directly across to the top of the leaning o which these motions form-

thus so sloping and narrowing o that thefinish of these letters can be made on the regular and usual slope, without lifting the pen

or marring the beauty of the oval.

RULE^Tth. To join a, d, g, q, c, or e to the letter that precedes, take distance twice as for as if you would join u or i; for the

oval of these letters sweeps much to thn left, in forming, towards its preceding letter. Mind to study and apply this rule, or you

will find letters of this class closely huddled.

RULE Sth. a, d, g, q, and c—connect with themselves and with all other letters at the top of their oval. Preceding letter, connect
\

with e at its center. '

• • i . * • ,

Copies 4ra and 5th exhibit straight or direct mark used as the 5tll principle, in forming the extended letters or such as are

raided above the line beyond the height of n, i, &c, or descend below the, line which are p, h, f, 1, y, g, b, t, j, and long s. In the

cbpv, OCT
5
* points to the slope of the direct mark, which is formed by the gentle muscular motion, and by finger contraction together—

,v v the^hand sliding a little downward, toward the right shoulder at B A as the fingers contract Finger extension is also required in

the hair line when this mark is formed into p, h, 1, b, f, y, g, j, and the rest ascends at B A. Now grasp your pen lightly,

extend your fino'ers to begin, %and make many lines of the light direct mark only, then several lines of the principle, light

at top and shaded gradually to its base—then several lines ofthe combination, pen, and then of the combinations as they occur

through these copies.

RULE 9th. Letters of the Extended class are generally shaded in their principle or descending mark; see copies 4 and 5. The j

and finish of V and g are never shaded.

RULE 10th. The extended letters are formed by muscular and finger movement, acting conjointly.

Copy 1. The first three characters in this copy, show the diffierent ways of forming the Capital stem or reversed a, which is
:
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the leading mark of the Capitals,'and is the ,6th principle- In the centre mark the. principle isshown in its perfect form as used
in Capital J, T, S; &e. The others show it as in Capitals H, Y, K, P, &c. Follow over this principle a few 'times with* a

' dry pen to
gain a definite idea of its structure, and notice, and imitate also with ink its gentle curve at the top, and beautiful harmonious curve at

its base, where the width is § the extent of the reversed oval. The first curve is light, the 2nd shaded. '." •

•*.*'*

RULH 11th. In the curves of Capital letters—flight and shade or shade and light, are successive and eurves'must harmonize.
"When you have taxed your ingenuity thoroughly on this principle, then use it in forming Capital R, in the word 'Reward, and

write the same word for at least. 7 lines. Always when you change your copy, leave one blank line, and don't forget. Now affix

the 3d kind of capital stem' on the left of your selected line—tlien proceed to write the comhmaiionHimihwii for seven lines, then change
your word again for Tuition and so on through this txnd copies Sth, 9th, llth, 12th, and 13th, and also Copy A.
You will find the inferior letters of the same name with the Capital Initial, embraced in the same combination,, as in Tuition.

RULE 11th. Capital Letters require bold and harmonious curves, and successive light and shade, firstly gained by the use of ili3

dry pen, secondly byfinger motion, thirdly by muscular,fourthly by Whole Arm Movement.
Copy 8th. This is the direct capital 0—the 7th and last principle-' Its width is f its height, as indicated by the sloping and

horizontal lines drawn through it. The curves equal on its left and right sides—first curve light, the 2d shaded and ihe curves "close

and even.

This principle is the lower part of C and E—the left of D—the light of N—the finish ofM and K. This, and the Capital stem
and direct mark, in their simple and compound use, form all the Capitals. Try this principle and the letters* formed by it, first by Eule
12th and then by Rule llth—and pass through its combinations by the instructions printed. between these Rules. Remember each
period forms a copy of itself; in Copies 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 13, A single word or combination generally, should be your sole.

CGP\—FOR SOME 7 LINES.
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RULE 13th. When you change from one copy to another, leave one blank line intervening, to form an agreeable page arrange-

^Copy 9th. In this copv, the left half or commencing curves of the capitals, U, V, W, Q, is pointed to by the Their left,

curves are the same as the* closing curves of the Capital stem in Copies 7, 12, 13. In the 1st descending curve, draw the pen well to the

left, to secure sufficient slope for the left part of these letters, and there will he no difficulty. .The same reversed cross curves are the

cap of R, P, B—they begin those of T, F, and are the left of X, and lower part of Z.

RULE 14tii. ; I'll study, observe, scrutinize, rejlect and persevere.
i

• Under tjus Rule having written through Copy 9th, .word by word, and through the firures, one by one—-then, write freeiy the

Specimen Copy; keeping your letters at the snme'distance as in said Copy—gliding freely and easily across the paper, that youjr per-

formance may have the easv j^race of a practiced workman, and observe '...*,
RULE 15th. . In-order to secure easy motion from left to right across the paper as well as proper combination, write as many let-

ters as possible without lit tin «: the pen. "
• • '

'

'

Copy 10th. This is an exercise on the 4th and 5th principles. , You-pereeive that o, left open at the top forms v and the parts of s

as indicated by tiw It?
2
*, are both very Hit and light, and touch gently at or above their centre. • WritQfreely on this copy, through

iho whole line' without lifting the pen/tiil you can do so with ease..(See Card 1, letter h.) • '
^

Copy 11th. Ivi the. combinations of this Copy you have an union of the jive first principles of the Art embracing all ks essentials

except the capitals. This is a profitable exercise, k> be much and often used. Notice what letters and marks are -"shaded- aid what

-are light—and write through the'whole line without lifting the pen.

* Should you fail at first efforts—the remedy's plain

—

Tis to rest and take courage , and try it again.
'
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Co: y 12tii and 13th. Please write after the Capital Steins on the left of these copies

—

by whole arm movement, for several

papjs, under '

'

'

RULE lpTK. Capital letters, when well formed by whole arm motion have a grace and ease that cannot be secured by any other
movement. '

*
;

**

In these lines let each period be your copy separately—keeping up the page arrangement.
Coin' 7, 12, 1 3, E. In this exercise on these three copies three periods fill the line. Be careful not to place your words too far apartr

nor make your letters any closer than in the Copy. Write this copy freely and frequently—leaving every 3rd, 5th or 7th Jini

RULE ITtii. The distance of words,™ composition, is equal to the width of small m; and between fjeYiods is doubled.
C orv l:j E. Is an exercise of all the principles excepting the Oth—in ihc word Commissioner. Four combinations cover the line*

T!:is exei'oU.* regulates the whole'hand writing and should therefore be often practised after, under Rule 1,0th and also

RULE ISth. Letters are well arranged, wheu all the letters that rest on the line are even and true at their base, and cover the
line.*, so that no part of the ruled line is seen Mow the letters, and no part of such letter below the line*

Copy A. This large specimen embraces many single copies and exercises, and as a whole embodies the whole system. Before you
attempt the whole piece try it in parts. First rule a pnge or two up and down as on the left of copy A.and fill some columns with'the

combination Omens some with James and
. other with Spain, &c Then write the combinations - Smultum, Itnmunion, Commission,

occupying two lines witliTHESE, as in copy A, and combine all by whole arm movement. (See 4th movement.) Then try the eombina-
ti:m, and then m by an upward columa and muscular 'combination. See 1st movement. Then the word Finis, noticing closely tho
whole structure of capital F,— and afterwards' by properly ruling, try iha whole of copy A several times under
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Rules 18, 14, and 15. Bring into exercise a carelessly careful skill, and that will secure good formations and the grace of ease

Y ou have m your set four exercises, viz : A. 1, A. 2, B. and C. After the two first practice freely by whole arm movement, and then
try A. again, under the noble rule embodied in the copy—FU try them again. Practice through B and C without lifting the Den
and then try A. again. or
Now, dear friend, we have been more full in our hints and rules than we intended, yet can see nothing we can well spare from the

directions submitted. Much mor.e might be said, but we forbear, lest we lumber the mind too much by ou? anxiety to serve von. The
copies and all that we have saiH? about them has a meaning, and trust you will so apprehend.

The more you study the instructions and rules submitted, the oftener you pass through the copies agreeably to them, the better will
you be prepared to judge, that," Writing should be a study as well as any other branch of Education,"—as well as to'exert that *kPI
in penmanship which

"

Shows itself in forms of noble ease,
Embodies sense—and has the power to please.

Your friends, P. R. SPENCER.
V.M. RICE.

JSr*^.^l^30118

/
11 Yf.

'

"

? are rendered familiar, the learner can avail himself of Spencer and Rice's more extensive Svstemncludmg Business Forms, to v/^ : uis is an introduction. •
*

Kr*,^fJ invention of the Art of Writing, the voice of wisdom perished, not merely with the sage by whom it was uttered but with the veryS °f>*
oa wl?ch it was borne. Art came to the aid of the natural capacity. It devised a method ofimprinting on material substances intZ

i£?£ S <Tn0? ofPi^ ^ut of *°und* {o*ning the names of things; m other words, it invented the Art of Writing. The day before the in-vention Of the Art of Writine-—the voicavofman n its utmost Rtrrtoh /»nnM ^ w .i* r. L J
vr*

,
u


